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Fake news and associated phenomena like
post-truth and populism are often described in
overly simplistic terms  This is a complex
problem

Fake News:
the problem
of the
Definition

Is Fake News the right term?

It is now more than necessary to understand
what it is a stake with different definitions
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Propaganda
and False
News: Old
Stories…

1439

1674

With the invention a of the
printing press in 1439, the
spreading of false news had
been a growing challenge,
although the term is relatively
new to English Language

King Charles II in 1674 issued A
Proclamation to Restrain the
Spreading of False News, and
Licentious Talking of Matters of
State and Government

The appearance of the world
propaganda dates back 1622 with
the creation by the Catholic
church of the Congregatio de
Propaganda Fide (Congregation
for Propagating the Faith)

1622
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The term Fake News enters in the United States lexicon in

Many
examples of
Fake News in
the Past… But
is it exactly
what we have
now?

the second part of XIX century

The first conceptualization of Journalism ethics appears
in the beginning of the XX century in United States and
than spread to Europe

However there are still many examples of false stories
that had a great impact:
• Daily Mail’s Zinoviev Letter: one of the greatest
British political scandals of the last century…
• …And more recently: Iraq Invasion of 2003
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Sensational stories in the past –as for

Sensationalism,
Fake stories
and the factual
verification

today- had been pivotal to increase
revenues. They were used to increase
newspapers sales and therefore
financial gains.

Issue of financial gains associated with
Fake News still remains today

At the time verifying a fact quickly was
extremely difficult and it also implies
serious challenges… is it different
today?
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We are already on a challenging environment…
Sometimes is difficult to verify a fact and there are many problems
associated with it.

Example of “45 minutes claim of the London Evening Standard 2003”
In other words: In practice, the way news is presented makes it
notoriously difficult to separate fact, opinion and value
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Fake news: Where it all started?
The 2016 General Election Campaign in United States
Fake News:
• Oxford Dictionary word of the year 2016
• Collins Dictionary’s word of the year in 2017

The usage of the term present relevant problems: it is in fact used in
this context to discredit opponents’ views or partisan political debate
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Definitions
House of Commons - Digital, Culture, Media and Sport Committee, Disinformation and Fake News

Interim Report, July 2018: The term ‘fake news’ is bandied around with no clear idea of what it means, or
agreed definition. The term has taken on a variety of meanings, including a description of any statement
that is not liked or agreed with by the reader. We recommend that the Government rejects the term ‘fake
news’, and instead puts forward an agreed definition of the words ‘misinformation’ and ‘disinformation’.

UNESCO Handbook of Journalism Training on Disinformation: Orchestrated campaigns are spreading
untruths - disinformation, mal-information and misinformation – that are often unwittingly shared on
social media:

• Disinformation: Information that is false and deliberately created to harm a person, social group, organisation or country
• Misinformation: Information that is false but not created with the intention of causing harm
• Mal-information: Information that is based on reality, used to inflict harm on a person, social group, organisation or
country.

High level Group on fake news and online disinformation: Disinformation includes all forms of false,

inaccurate, or misleading information designed, presented or promoted to intentionally cause public harm
or for profit
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Definition: The Different elements
Disinformation: It fall outside already
illegal form of speech, main elements :

Intentional/Deliberate
Realistic
Cause Harm to a person/social group/organisations/country
It can be for Profit -> This element was introduced by in the recent EU report

Misinformation: it is not deliberate, however, it can still cause harm to society. 
Sometimes things go viral based on complete misunderstanding

Current social media systems provide a fertile ground for the spread of misinformation
that is particularly dangerous for political debate in a democratic society.
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A post-truth world?
There is a lot of debate among scholars on this definition, but the term is widely used  It
seems that is increasingly more difficult to assess what is real

The medium, not the phenomenon of fake news, has changed; the democratisation of

information has made it easier to share information and subsequently to consume
misinformation as false news (JRC Report - the digital transformation of news media and
the rise of disinformation and fake news)

Digitalisation, Online platforms & Social Media have changed the way information is
produced, distributed and consumed

‘Fake news’ and ‘post-truth’ are associated terms as they both describe a disregard for
truths and facts.

Technology and A. I. have an great potential to spread and manipulate information 15/11/2018
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Disinformation: Implication on Political
Campaigns
Nowadays anyone can face completely false campaigns -> It is easier to mislead

The implications for political campaigns are much bigger
It poses a serious threat for democracy – it is crucial do affirm this
It is a bigger and more complicated issue: volume and scale of the problems is
completely different in relations to the past  multi-faced, multi-level

Many big examples: Crimea, United States General Election, Kenya, Brexit
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Speed

What has changed: 3 key
elements:

Scale
Intention (very difficult to
predict)

They replaced human Editors as news distributors and
moderators of the content

Online
platforms &
Social Medial

There is a substantial lack of regulation  Core
problem: regulation vs freedom of expression

Some numbers: Facebook 2 Billion users, Twitter 1.8.
Equivalent: Christianity & Islam

That gives enormous possibilities to create political
campaigns.
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Disinformation: Online platforms & Social
Media
Digital Media literacy is much lower than what we think, so it is more difficult for people to
spot what is fake.

Attention span is very limited  very difficult to correct a false information:
Clickbait and Advertising revenue models  Business models of Online platforms and social
media are problematic in this context

Algorithms driven model -> Social fuelling misinformation: Rapid spread of unverified
information. Algorithms drive confirmation bias

A.I.  Increasingly difficult to spots bots and fake accounts
15/11/2018
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Filter bubbles & Cognitive element
A Filter bubble describes a bubble of information and individual experiences.
These are created by technology companies and search engines that make
decisions about what information a user would or should see via advertised
content, suggested articles, and top search results based on an individual’s
personal data. (Fake News: a Roadmap, NATO Strategic Communications
Centre of Excellence)
Example: Washington post experiment in the United States Election 2016
Twitter: We follow who we trust ?
Cognitive element: very difficult to understand, people tend to react differently,
but in general research showed that people tend to surround themselves with
others that share the same views
15/11/2018
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Disinformation:
Filter Bubbles &
Possible areas
of implications
in the 2019
European
Elections

The existence and growth of echo chambers is often aided by the use of
bots, which target ideologically segregated individuals and groups. A
social bot is a ‘computer algorithm that automatically produces content
and interacts with humans on social media, trying to emulate and
possibly alter their behaviour’(Fake News: a Roadmap, NATO Strategic
Communications Centre of Excellence)

In View of the European elections this might have a bigger impact on
some particular areas: Migration, Environment, Foreign policy, EU
integration process

Possible Foreign interference: Many actors wish a weaker EU – Alt Right
in the United States, Russia

Disinformation: Trust in Social Media
Do people trust social media? Recent studies have underlined that there is a declining trust is social media to access
information (Reuters Institute Digital News Report 2018)

People are also concerned over the presence of disinformation in social media. However it is very difficult to fully assess
this and there is a significance difference in Europe

Sort of Monopoly of few actors in the market

Social media access mainly happens on mobile  32% quicker attention span on mobile
Six out of ten news items shared on social media have not been read by the user who shares them (EPRS report)
15/11/2018
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The Road of 2019 European Elections: Impact
on Political Campaigns
How much to fake a trend on Twitter? In one country, about £150 :
https://www.bbc.com/news/blogs-trending-43218939

Current social media systems provide a fertile ground for the spread of misinformation 
Groups promoting online disinformation are very aggressive

In the past years there has been a rise of alternative Media, that are spreading Online
disinformation and alternative facts

It is crucial to be vigilant: limited individual attention and information overload prevent

social networks from discriminating between messages on the basis of quality at the system
level, allowing low-quality information to spread as virally as high-quality information
(Combating fake News, an Agenda for research and action - Conference held February 17–18,
2017- Shorenstein Center on Media, Politics and Public Policy)
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A case study: France
France is probably and continues to be the
principal political laboratory in Europe for
legislative acts against the dissemination of
fake news

The General Election Campaign of 2017 is a
good example of collective efforts to tackle
the issues

Many examples: CrossCheck, Fullfact
15/11/2018
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What is currently being done: EU level….
There is an increasing interest at the phenomenon from International organizations and national
governments

EU is implementing a strategy against online disinformation:
•
•
•
•

Appointment of a High level expert Group on fake news and online disinformation
Report of the a High level expert Group on fake news and online disinformation
Communication of April 2018 on tackling online disinformation  common approach at EU level
Code of Practice on Disinformation  Responsibility of platforms on the road of European elections – self regulatory
approach.
• Increasing efforts in cybersecurity  measures for securing free and fair European elections
• Recommendation of February 2018 which highlights key steps to further enhance the efficient conduct of the 2019
elections.

The main question is: is it enough?
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And national level…
Many national governments have started
regulating on the subject or started doing
some sort of action: France, India, Italy,
Germany, UK, Singapore, China and many
more.

Still, differences remain
Even Pope Francis suggested an approach
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What is currently being done: Different Actors

Many Initiatives in the
past years: there is an
increasing global
acknowledgment that
this is a problem

Fact-Checking
organisations are
increasing all over
Europe

Media are increasing
their efforts (Many
examples in Europe):
Media against hate

Platforms are starting
collaborating, even if
some actions can
backfire (e.g.
Facebook in Burma)

Many e-tools have
being developed by
Universities, start-ups,
CSOs  these tools
can contribute in
several level:

Growing and
continuous research
on the topic

Spotting Fake News  Drog
Spotting Bots
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 Technology in general and social media in particular does not only
introduce new challenges for dealing with misinformation, but also
offers a potential for mitigating it more effectively.

 We need to explore the vacuums, more research is needed. Access to

Solutions and
further
actions

data is limited

 Quality control and Importance of counter narration
 Promote and distribute quality information to dilute the effect of
disinformation

 Elaborate a Fact-Checking approach all over Europe

 Media literacy  Long Term solutions
 Joint/collaborative effort of actors involved : Civil Society, Media etc.
 Data on the effectiveness of existing counter initiatives is limited

Other things to
Conisider
Disinformation is evolving: New forms of disinformation

Monitor, deter, react  we cannot afford anymore to be
passive

Collective European effort needed
Active and truly informed citizenship is eesential for the
quality of our democracy

Harnessing new technologies such as artificial intelligence
to tackle disinformation
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How to spot when a news is fake (European
Parliament Research Service)
Check the Media outlet
Check the Author

Check the references
Think before you share
Join a network if you can
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The information
ecosystem is full of
Disinformation and
the phenomenon
can even increase
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Thank you for your attention!

Flavio Grazian
Flavio.grazian@ecas.org
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